ABSTRACT
When our ‘numbers cruncher’ Alistair first mooted a Fair
funding Strategy back in 2014, what WAG started as an
exercise to inform debate and inspire responses to an
impending consultation from government about a
national formula for education funding; to put fairness
right at the heart of the system, it soon became apparent
that funding of education and governance of education
were inseparable; two sides of the same coin. Education is
undergoing massive change, much of it driven by the
desire for a “school-led system”. But if it works for
schools, why not for the whole of education? Why not for
Early Years and Post-16 too? It turns out that the search
for fair funding is just part of an even bigger ideal:
Governance of education, by education, for education.
Alistair’s insight is to be commended for seeking to
promote a sensible debate, whilst some solutions are
opined it is open to others to get involved.

Fair Funding for Education
An opportunity of a lifetime to be consulted

Malcolm Richards – Chair
Worcestershire Association of Governors

Foreword
A very long time ago during my PGCE course at Keele University, I was alerted to the apparent inequality of
school funding. In one of the many excellent lectures, we were told that infant schools were funded less per
student than junior schools which were in turn funded at a lower level than secondary schools. That notion
initiated a very vigorous debate as you can imagine.
Some 40 years on and it appears that the apparent systemic unfairness in the funding of education has not
gone away and if anything it seems to have become even more unfair. Making the funding of education in
England more rationally based, fairer, simpler and more transparent are surely priorities for the whole system.
Importantly, in many ways, the issues rise above party political debate. No political party could legitimately
claim to be acting in the interests of the whole country if it promoted an irrational, unfair, complex and less
open funding of the nation’s education system.
There is a very strong case for arguing that what is needed to initiate the move to a better funding system is
for the information about the present arrangements to be made available to all interested parties, for that
information to be checked and challenged, and for the way education in England is funded to be discussed and
debated. This important document sets out to help meet those needs with it aims to “inform, put up ideas to
be scrutinised and to trigger debate”, and it achieves those aims.
It is to be welcomed for a number of reasons:










It is the outcome of the collective endeavours of school governors – people who are responsible for
the conduct of the nation’s schools – and local government.
The funding of education is foundational to the conduct of schools. The proper funding of schools
along with school governors “Overseeing the financial performance of the school and making sure its
money is well spent” as they are charged to do in regulatory guidance are at the very heart of high
quality education provision.
The document is timely. The funding of education is currently a central political concern. At any time
but especially at this time, ensuring that tax-payers’ contributions to society are put to the best
possible use is essential.
The book seeks to undertake hard work. It addresses complex problematic issues that are can
sometimes be thought best ignored because they are so thorny.
Very importantly, it seeks to make the issues interesting and clear to a lay audience; those for who
finances may not be their passionate interest or who do not readily understand the subtleties of
complicated financial matters, and to do so in an engaging way.
Finally, the book seeks to be helpful. It does not just point out what’s wrong. It points out problems
but then makes constructive suggestions.

For all those reasons, this book is well worth reading. It may not be a comfortable read, you may not agree
with all of it, and the analysis and proposals may clash with your own but nonetheless, it is a valuable
contribution to the debate.

Professor Chris James
University of Bath

Executive Summary

WAG’s perspective on the current state of Education funding is unique: As governors we’re strategic – we can
see the big picture through the clutter of operations. We’re a-political and as volunteers we have no axe to
grind. These are our credentials for offering an opinion.
The material in this document falls naturally into four sections:







To understand how funding needs to change to make it fair, you need to know the current state of
education funding and even how it came to be so unfair lest we repeat the mistakes of the past.
Probably the biggest problem in the current system is a lack consistency at every level. A national
formula sounds like a reasonable solution, but a different one for each phase of education? Just
because 151 Local Authorities Implement Education Services very differently, creating a postcode
lottery for fairness, it doesn’t mean that it’s better to give the money directly to education providers
and let them get on with it or create an even bigger problem by withdrawing support completely.
There are common threads of pupil need in all phases of education and every phase could focus on
pupils better if supported by a consistent services regime across all phases. A comprehensive funding
framework for all of education from 0 to 19 years is WAG’s proposal and the focus of this section.
The perfect funding framework would be merely a one-size-fits-all solution if it couldn’t be tailored to
local need. Tailoring to local need requires considerable local expertise; such tailoring needs to be
accountable. Highly skilled local governance will be a vital part of any new system, even more effective
if coordinated regionally. Education funding and the governance of it are two sides of the same coin,
and governance is the focus of the third section.
The fourth and final section deals with transition. When the start point is so far away from a fair
system and when there is little or no new money to help redress the balance, redistribution is the only
answer, and this will have to be done carefully and compassionately.

There are many different perspectives. It’s not our purpose to convince you one way or another on funding. It
is our purpose to put facts before you for consideration, engage you in debate and to encourage you to form
an opinion to share with colleagues and ultimately, the government.

Governance of Education, by Education, for Education

Introduction
There’s been a lot of talk about Fair Funding in the press recently and in particular about a national formula to
achieve it: A National Fair Funding Formula (NF3). The Worcestershire Association of Governors (WAG) has
campaigned long and hard on this issue and so it should not be too surprising to hear that we have opinions on
the right strategy to bring about such an important objective.
The autumn 2015 Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR) stated that a national funding formula would be
introduced for all three of the current funding blocks of the Designated Services Grant (DSG) and that radical
changes to the Education Services Grant would happen as part of the same exercise. Such significant change
would be subject to a national consultation.
The scope of such wide ranging change is likely to be even more significant for education than the ring fencing
of education funding back in 2006 when the DSG was introduced. Every aspect of education from birth to
adulthood will be affected. This consultation will prove to be a once in a lifetime opportunity to comment on
how education is delivered.
A newcomer to the education scene could be forgiven for concluding that political parties are fighting each
other on ideology, central government is fighting local government for control, local government is arguing for
flexibility to keep everything as complicated and muddled as ever to preserve its local power base – everybody
is trying to avoid being held accountable for past mistakes. It’s not a pretty picture.

The Current State of Education Funding
Few would deny that Education has been and continues to be a political football. The result of all this
ideological back and forth is an education funding system which is extremely complex and disjointed; riddled
with legacy issues.
In Fig 1 on the next page, the big picture of education funding is laid out to show just how complex it all is. This
picture is not intended to be definitive. The many “?”s don’t show where WAG’s knowledge is lacking – they
usually signify that some sort of activity happens but either there is no transparency or no consistency to
declare that an activity definitely happens in most parts of the country.
The detail is not important; the complexity is the issue and it is clear for all to see.

Complexity and Inconsistency in Education Funding
Ideally the system would be fairly easy to understand and consistently and transparently applied. In reality,
there are significant shortcomings in all three of these areas. Amongst the inconsistencies of the funding
system are:









It is mostly allocated through Local Authorities (LAs), but some key parts aren’t.
Some parts of the system are governed by formula, many are not
Some factors are adjusted for regional cost differences, some are not
The pupil funding of the DSG is ring-fenced, the services funding of the ESG is not
The DSG has money reserved (top-sliced) for services, and the ESG contains some “services” that are
really pupil factors
Parts of the system (grants like the Pupil Premium which are outside the main system) are monitored
by Ofsted, most education are not monitored at all so there is little oversight of fairness or efficacy.
Some settings (Academies) have a different business year to mainstream schools
If education for 2 year olds is such a good thing, how can we deny it to 60% of the population?



Why do schools get their rates refunded yet nurseries and FE colleges do not? Why do some schools
qualify for 80% discount? Do they use less services?

Other Issues that Affect Fairness


It’s wasteful to have eligibility checking for certain parts of the system and it can be unfair too if
potential recipients have to register because stigma can be perceived in the process.



If we are to continue our obsession with “closing the gap” then it should be the gap between where a
child currently is and where he/she could be given their potential – Every child matters, not just the
disadvantaged.



PFI (Private Finance Initiative) effectively borrows from the future to pay for the present. When the
future of only a few LAs is compromised then that has to be unfair. Furthermore, these arrangements
require a subsidy from every pupil so many pay for the shiny new schools of the few

 Good / outstanding schools are the least needy in terms of school improvement and yet they are
allowed to take an equal share of such funds away from the county when they become academies.
Funds that facilitate oversight of school development / performance shouldn’t be given to schools to
oversee themselves.
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Fig 1 – Current Education Funding – The big picture

Urban: Rural divide in Education Funding
The country’s drive to ‘close the gap’ for the deprived, has led to deprivation receiving multiple layers of
funding. Pupil premium is merely the latest, stacked on top of those that have gone before. Deprivation
is more prevalent in urban areas and this multiple funding has led to an urban: rural divide - Obvious in
the Schools Block, even more marked in Early Years.

Fig 2 – Pupil Premium – Part of the problem, not part of the solution

How can we possibly make the outrageous claim that the Pupil Premium is anything less than a force for
good? If it has made a difference, is it down to the extra £2.5B or could it be the close monitoring of the
spending of that money that made the difference. Could we have achieved the same result by
monitoring the £2.5B already in the DSG for deprivation?
In Fig 2, above, we can see that deprivation was an old problem even before the pupil premium was
introduced. Back in 2006 when the DSG was created, extra funding for deprivation was already well
established as part of Additional Educational Need (AEN). How is it possible in a closely scrutinised
system for one element to be funded multiple times without it being obvious?
The DSG introduced the concept of guaranteed funding. This was conflated (accidentally or by design)
with basic funding. Having established “basic funding”, politicians busied themselves worrying about
funding priorities. Deprivation was always top of the list.

The second tranche of deprivation support was a series of annual top-ups. Having provided special
funds, these were then guaranteed, baselined and the whole process could start again.
The third tranche was much more ambitious and wide reaching but still heavily biased towards
deprivation: The Standards Fund - £4.3B of ministerial priorities.




The disparity of funding here was so extreme that, even for areas as generic as supporting
national standards for Primary & Secondary teaching, the best funded LA received 4x as much as
the least funded.
Sparsity and even special needs were parked with increases merely to cover inflation.

It wasn’t until the coalition government came to power that these special funds were “mainstreamed”,
despite denouncing the supporting rationale behind them. Given the size of the fund, this funding
decision was even more significant than the evolution of the Pupil Premium would turn out to be,
effectively cementing the unfairness of the system in new guarantees.
Not only did the coalition government NOT start to redress the balance of fair funding, but with Pupil
Premium being a fourth tranche of deprivation support for mainly urban areas, it exacerbated it further.
The problem has been made worse still by the flat cash settlements of austerity which, as deprivation
support grows with new funds, sees support for other areas actually shrink in real terms.


It can hardly be surprising that such policy making has caused such a marked urban: rural divide
in education funding.

Organising Education Funding in a National Context is the Key to Greater Consistency
Even if many of the historical initiatives are now seen as mistakes, particularly through a given political
lens, these were often good ideas of their time. It’s worth reviewing the faded rationale behind these
ideas lest we repeat the mistakes; If we can learn from the past, then we can take the best bits into the
new system.




A national fair funding formula is an opportunity to clean house – to look at funding from first
principles from a current perspective. The local funding formula introduced in 2013-14 has
made a start. It’s certainly simpler, but without changing the huge regional differences that
underpin funding then it couldn’t hope to do more than scratch the surface.
Addressing the huge funding inconsistencies between local authorities becomes possible in a
national context. A national formula provides the potential for transformational change and
take fairness to the next level.

Comprehensive framework for NF3
The big, all-encompassing idea behind WAG’s proposals is to rationalise education funding by bringing it
all under one roof – a place for everything and everything in its place.
Yes, there should be a national formula for key parts of the system but these should live within a
framework that identifies common threads between phases, creating an additional layer of
understanding and sense of purpose. A comprehensive framework will facilitate more consistent
delivery of education across phases.
There are some guiding principles for the framework, some of which are already loosely followed:
•

•
•
•
•

Funding is either pupil oriented (factors) or services in support of education providers. Pupil
funding should belong in the DSG; Services funding should belong in the ESG. There are some
exceptions to this but more of that later.
The DSG will be allocated to all providers through national formulae by LAs. Services will be
commissioned by LAs rather than delivered by them.
Schools have a powerful presence in education (Designated Schools Grant, School-led system
etc.) but the funding system and everything around it needs to serve education as a whole.
Overall design of the framework and associated formulae (“the roof”) is a national matter;
maintenance and specific tweaks of the roof is a local matter (but more of that later too).
Grants should be for extras not fundamentals; Fundamentals should be in an appropriate place
in either DSG or ESG

To create a framework in accordance with these principles, we need to rationalise the funding blocks of
the DSG; we need to rationalise the formula factors that make up a funding block; we need to rationalise
the services of the ESG and finally remove any duplication from the grants system.

Rationalise Pupil Funding
Every significant phase of education should have its own funding block. Fig 3 shows an abstraction from
the big picture in Fig 1, above.

Fig 3 – The block structure of the current funding system

There are many good reasons for Primary schools to have a separate funding block from Secondaries.




Primary Key factors: Lump sum, AWPUs, IDACI, LPA etc – have different values from
Secondaries.
Primary leaders often vote differently from Secondary colleagues – Primary leaders tend to be
more collegiate – Live and let live. There is clear suspicion between the phases
There’s no reason that Primary needs will match Secondary needs – a separate block gives more
flexibility to meet pupil need.

High Needs is a composite group – it contains the pupil funding for Special Schools and Alternative
Provision and High Cost, Low Incidence (HCLI) SEN top-ups for all blocks, effectively a service.




To rationalise the pupil funding of Special Schools and Alternative Provision, we need to
separate HCLI SEN out into a service; such clarity will serve both schools and the service better.
Related services are already in the ESG so this has synergy in several respects.
Post 16 High Needs were integrated with the rest of the High Need block in 2013-14

Post 16 is the only education phase outside of the DSG, although Academies have their allocation
adjusted for the academic year too through the EFA.



Central services from the ESG cover all ages 0 – 19 so should cover Post 16 but won’t if pupils
aren’t in the DSG
The CSR announced that FE colleges will be allowed to become academies.

Academisation produces a trend towards funding from the EFA, however, such centralisation is
problematic.


NF3 provides an ideal opportunity to bring all education to the academic year and back under
local control.

The result of all this rationalisation is that every distinct phase of education has its own strategic funding
block and the service part of High Needs moves to the ESG, as shown in Fig 4.

Fig 4 – The block structure of the new framework after rationalization of pupil funding

What are the Factors in a DSG Funding Block?
Despite the complexity of the big picture in Fig 1, it’s not too hard to find similar threads in areas all
linked to education – all phases have age-related basic needs; deprivation and low level Special
Educational Need (SEN) are pervasive, for example.
In fact, it’s clear that categories of factors are shared between phases and the phases have more in
common than first appears. These common threads are why it is more appropriate to think of the
funding system as an integrated framework rather than separate blocks with their own narrow-focused
formulae, national or otherwise. Categories of factors are part of the purpose-glue of the framework.
The categories of factors in the current funding system are shown in Fig 5.

Fig 5 – Common threads across phases of the current funding system

Despite the apparent common elements, this does not manifest itself in by consistent arrangements, in
fact the current system is characterised by inconsistency and lack of continuity between phases. By way
of example:



Post 16 actually has a national formula but the deprivation and SEN factors are not well defined.
Early Years has two clear age groups but no formula worthy of the name. Only 40% of 2 year
olds are catered for and basic need, deprivation and SEN are all combined in one payment.

We need to look at each category of factor with fresh eyes. Some factors may only appear in small
amounts or in only a few settings – these might work better as services. Other factors may be present
for historical reasons, in serious need of review, maybe even dropped altogether.

Basic entitlement
Basic entitlement is equal funding. If there were no special needs then it would also be fair funding.




All blocks comprise one or more age groups with particular needs – (Age Weighted Pupil Units –
AWPUs)
A lump sum supports a minimum level of management, admin & facilities, providing
sustainability (particularly for smaller schools)
The trade-off between lump sum & AWPU determines competition for pupils.

Basic entitlement secures a certain degree of sustainability of education provision, particularly the lump
sum element. Competition may be a good thing and probably drives excellence in a narrow sense but it
creates winners and losers and often unintended consequences. By contrast, no matter what issues face
education in the future, collaboration will be part of the solution. Every funding block needs to examine
its formula to get the balance between competition and collaboration right.

Special Factors
It’s only “fair” that we provide a little extra for those with special needs, maybe even a lot extra where
the need is severe. We move away from equality of funding towards equality of opportunity. This will
always be subjective but it is the job of NF3 is to codify these decisions for the majority of situations
leaving local decision making to tailor provision to unusual need.











Special factors in this context are pervasive. Every setting will encounter some degree of the
issue no matter the size or location of the organisation. The coping strategies for the mild forms
of the issues are integral to the training of the teachers in the phase.
This is high incidence and relatively low cost to manage due to well-practiced strategies and
staff knowledge characterise these issues (often referred to as Low Cost, High Incidence).
The point that a given issue does not respond to the normal coping strategies requires the use
of more specific and more expensive intervention which is not necessarily on hand, particularly
in smaller settings. These situations are much rarer (often referred to as High Cost, Low
Incidence – HCLI). This transition point needs to be well understood for each factor in each
phase, not least because the resourcing and funding should change to reflect the very different
nature of the issue.
Funds for special factors remove money from basic entitlement – putting the needs of the few
ahead of the many – Funds must therefore be proportionate to need. With a national formula,
special factors are met from the national pot rather than an LA having to fund its special factors
from the local DSG, which is much fairer.
Matching need is difficult, therefore it must be done in one place and as simply and as
transparently as possible. This ensures that all special funding can be monitored relatively easily.
Deprivation is the most well-known if not necessarily the most understood special factor.
o Represented by IDACI, Free School Meals (FSM) and Pupil Premium, current
arrangements are far too complicated.
o Registration can stigmatise applicants – who volunteers to be labelled “inadequate
parents”, particularly in small (rural) communities?
o A data-driven system like IDACI should be the qualifier, removing stigma and the need
for wasteful eligibility tests.
o Flexibility with Ever-6 is good. Trust teachers more: - extend flexibility to allow teachers
to spend resources on observed issues rather than named pupils in a prescribed way.
o Deprivation doesn’t factor in Special Needs or Alternative Provision (AP), and it is
apparently included in funding for two-year-olds. Deprivation must be well defined in
each phase, distinct from basic entitlement and other factors.



LCHI SEN is also an obvious special factor
o Represented by Low Prior Attainment (LPA) in the Schools Block, and apparently not
explicitly in Early Years or Post-16, it should represent the full spectrum of LCHI SEN.
Gifted pupils have special needs too.
o The qualifiers for LCHI SEN are already and will remain highly phase specific.
o Late development in Early Years may present as a form of special need but is not
necessarily indicative of an ongoing issue. This is a good example of the phase-specific
nature of these issues and teachers in each phase will use different, phase-appropriate
techniques to deal with them.

The framework identifies areas where a funding block should have a factor in play, but it doesn’t restrict
how that factor is implemented.

Phase Specific Factors
Exceptional Criteria, usually negotiated with the DfE, qualify for extra funding in the DSG. Good
examples are Split Sites or where multiple Lump Sums continue for a transitional period after schools
amalgamate.
With funding being driven per pupil from fixed census points which can be up to 18 months away from
where the need actually is. There can be significant variance from the need in real time and the need
captured at census.





Factors such as Mobility, Growth & Falling Rolls Funds are examples of funding pressure due
funds following far behind actual need.
Such funds are locally determined. They should be top-sliced from the basic entitlement of the
phase (within national guidelines), subject to consultation with the wider (school) community /
schools forum.
Each phase should be able to set different local factors independently of each other.

These factors don’t behave like other pupil-oriented factors because they deal with exceptional
circumstances. Even though, being coordinated by the LA, they feel more like services, they are in fact a
form of funding adjustment and therefore still belong in the DSG and within the phase.

Occasional Factors
Occasional factors are also special factors that appear in every phase but only in a few settings. These
factors require collective coordination to achieve reasonable returns on the expenditure as a whole.
They are the hardest factors for which to prescribe “Best practice”. What works well in one county may
not necessarily work well in another.




Pupil-led funding is often insufficient to provide appropriate support in small numbers. This is
particularly problematic in sparse settings where the need is thinly spread.
o It’s hard to switch the expert resources needed on/off. Skilled teachers need a stable
base to operate from and to develop in.
These factors would work better as centrally coordinated services and are similar to services
already in the ESG
o The LA could coordinate resources. Bases can be established in hot spots or regional
hubs / champion schools / nurseries.




English as an Additional Language (EAL) is a good example of an occasional factor.
LAC is also an occasional factor because many settings do not have any of these children at any
given time.
o Looked After Children (LAC) is also an occasional factor but it can be funded from
multiple sources: Optionally as a DSG factor, sometimes from other LA budgets and it’s
also a key part of the Pupil Premium.

The effect of these proposals is that these factors move to the ESG alongside HCLI SEN and any funding
duplication is removed.

Centrally Retained Services
Traditionally, LAs have always provided various services to schools. Many such services were delegated
to schools in the new funding formula (2013-14). Recognising the efficiency of central provision, some
services were promptly de-delegated.






Central support for EAL and Gypsy/Roma/Traveller (GRT) are provided as services, for schools
with sparse needs to share, making limited resources go further, a partial recognition of the
logic in Occasional factors above.
Central Services like Forum and CERA (Capital Expenditure from Revenue Account) serve all
education phases and should be funded from the ESG.
o Services like Group Purchasing (Supply teaching, Insurance, etc.) have already passed to
Academies, but there is potential in some areas for national agreements
(licences/intellectual property rights etc) – still best managed from the ESG.
Services developed to meet the LA responsibilities as Employer (redundancy support) will
reduce as schools become academies removing services from the DSG completely.

Miscellaneous Factors
Some of the factors currently in the DSG don’t fit well, but they aren’t services either, Rates and PFI
being good examples.
Rates are effectively a tax on education in exchange for services by district councils.






What services do schools and other providers need from their district councils?
o Education is not a business chasing profit so the rates should cover costs and not profit
potential. What’s an appropriate rate for the services we use?
The current system is inconsistent.
o Schools have their rates reimbursed by a cash-neutral factor, yet Early Years and Post 16
do not. Academies and VA (Voluntary Aided) schools get 80% discounts, other schools
do not. All providers are equally worthy so one set of rules should apply to all
Education should pay its way and account for services used rather than abolish rates altogether.
o It would be much better to have a fair, national rate per pupil (all phases, all settings).
o The base rate would be adjusted for area cost variance (including sparsity) but then it
should stay in the DSG, transparently, where it can be reviewed from time to time.

PFI was a way to “buy today, pay tomorrow”. Effectively parts of the education estate have been bought
on hire purchase (with all the interest that entails)









Schools don’t own the building, so the PFI companies provide the facilities management.
o Facilities Management is inflation protected and usually based on the capacity of the
school not the occupancy.
A typical PFI project runs for 30-years
o There is no opportunity for PFI schools to divest excess capacity; no escaping the drag
on teaching & leaning if planned occupancy is never achieved. Current pupils effectively
carry all the risk.
With the current system of Guaranteed Units of Funding (GUF) per pupil, there’s no extra
money for PFI so the PFI factor is a subsidy from non PFI pupils to PFI pupils. The many pay for
the shiny new schools of the few.
o If all pupils effectively paid the same amount towards PFI then at least the unfairness
would be evenly spread. However, few LAs are “blessed” with PFI schools so the subsidy
falls very unevenly and is therefore very unfair.
o With a national formula, the PFI factor would be additional funds from the national pot
on top of the normal pupil factors. This solves the fairness of pupil funding issue, but it
still buries the real cost of capital development.
One solution is to make arrangements for PFI companies to bill PFI schools only at a
benchmarked rate for facilities management (FM) at actual pupil occupancy, and any variance
between that and the contractual FM charge is applied to the national capital budget.

Cost Adjustment
Cost adjustment according to the variance in cost of providing a given service in different LAs (often
referred to as Area Cost Adjustment or ACA) was in education funding even before the DSG; sometimes
explicit, more often implicit with different service/factor rates in different areas.
Providing any service in sparse areas costs more and that’s true for a High School as much as it is for a
Primary School. Sparsity affects all phases, not just Schools.
The need for cost adjustment is not contested. It is recognised in the current system through Sparsity
and London Fringe factors being in the formula




In a fair system it is vital to keep cost adjustment separate and transparent so it can be
monitored for fairness and consistency.
o Even when applied explicitly initially, this clarity is lost once merged into a Guaranteed
Unit of Funding (GUF).
o Merging cost adjustment in with basic factor values means you can’t compare service
rates across LAs in a meaningful way.
The current system is confused and confusing – inconsistency and lack of transparency being the
usual suspects.
o ACA is explicit in 2-year old funding (the standard local government ACA), but implicit in
variable rates in Early Years and Schools funding
o There is a national, unadjusted rate for basic provision in Special Schools and AP– Does
it apply to the national formula for Post 16?
o The recent Schools Block Top-up had a custom ACA applied suggesting that ACA is
indeed universal – Maybe each funding block will need a customised ACA

o

The Sparsity factor is largely designed for small rural schools, yet the logic and therefore
the funds don’t reflect actual need closely enough.

Cost adjustment must remain separate with both Area Cost and Sparsity elements, applicable across all
phases.



London Fringe is a staffing cost adjustment, part of ACA calculations. Merge them
Sparsity needs a complete overhaul and we may need phase-specific ACA to reflect different
staffing requirements

The Ideal Structure of a Funding Block
After the rationalisation of all of the factor categories of the current system, the remaining categories
should be present in some form in the national formulae in each of the funding blocks, as represented in
Fig 6 below.

Fig 6 – The Ideal Structure of a Funding Block

Categories of factors add an extra layer of understanding. They set expectations/principles of how
funding should work in every phase without restricting implementation within a phase. Each funding
group can learn from positive experience in the others – for factors associated with particular pupils
(deprivation, SEN etc) continuity of a factor across phases should facilitate a more consistent
experience, each new phase picking up where the last one left off. Categories really are the glue of the
big picture and the key to joined-up service to pupils.

Rationalise Education Services
The current Education Services Grant (ESG) covers many different areas. It is not ring-fenced and is
implemented inconsistently between LAs. 46 LAs actually spend less on maintained schools than the £87
/ pupil provided by the EFA.
Current ESG funding is per pupil yet the need comes from providers – Organisational need is not
necessarily proportionate to numbers of pupils served; certainly not at the individual school level.
Academies are given responsibility for their own services – whilst this seems logical, it’s actually
simplistic. It’s fine for support services although LAs provide economies of scale so some efficiency may
be lost. It’s even less good for oversight services where school activity / performance is the subject of
the oversight.

Services are not double funded like some factors – Required services will have to be resourced from
teaching / learning budgets if ESG funding is withdrawn.


Other school activity will be compromised, and service transparency will be lost in operational
overhead – this can only be a backward step.

Just as there are categories of factors to give structure to funding blocks, there are categories of services
required to underpin those blocks – These categories provide an extra layer of understanding of the
value and purpose of services, particularly with all occasional pupil factors in one place, enabling pupils
to receive continuity of help across all phases and settings. Not only should appropriate services be
preserved but there is a clear case for a national funding formula for services to drive up the consistency
of delivery. This is the first time services have been represented in this way.

A National Funding Formula for Services
There’s no need for 151 LAs to reinvent the wheel. Maybe if there was a consistent approach to
Education Services the vital role of services would be clearer and the government wouldn’t be
considering wholesale reduction of them.
With a services framework in place, the funds need to be ring-fenced and LAs held to account for
delivery rather than removed altogether. Funding should be based on organisational need rather than
assuming that pupil numbers provide an acceptable proxy. This would lessen the perception that this is
somehow pupil funding that should be given directly to schools.
Central and local government should be working together for the good education and not engaged in a
disruptive struggle for control, where no matter who wins in the long run, pupils lose out in the
meantime.
The current ESG definition states that Services serve all pupils, ages 0-19, across every phase, every
setting. It’s apparent that there are four categories of service. Once it is thought of as a formula, it’s
obvious that there should be cost adjustment too. This latter is the missing link in service provision
today and the cause of much of unfairness in this part of the system. Fig 7 shows the services of the ESG
mapped into categories:

Fig 7 – Categories of Service suggested by the Current ESG

Each category needs to be rationalised to ensure that the services in the framework are appropriate for
the evolving education sector.

Occasional Factors
Occasional Factors were discussed earlier under the DSG and they represent pupil need that is better
coordinated as a service. All such factors are driven by data about pupils, captured at census points
Pupil outcomes often depend on the engagement with the service of wider family / carers





Certainly beyond the scope of education funding, but also dovetailing possibly with other
welfare services outside of education.
For those counting the days to the demise of the LA, the potential for this sort of joined-up
thinking should at least give pause for thought. Schools certainly couldn’t coordinate such
services.
LAs have identified already that Health & Social Care services don’t contribute enough to the
associated education costs. Reducing LA involvement can only make matters worse.

The first task is to gather all of this category into one place.




We know English as an Additional Language (EAL) and Gypsy, Roma, Traveller GRT should move
from the DSG.
We also know that the Pupil Premium funds include Looked After Children and Service Children,
both occasional pupil factors.
Some relevant factors (Education Welfare and Therapies / Health services) are already in the
ESG

High Cost, Low Incidence (HCLI) SEN is by far the biggest occasional factor.


This is another area where every LA does its own thing when the issues they face are the same
issues in every county.



Even with Special Schools and Alternative Provision split off into a funding block, the remaining
service requirement is so huge and complex that it deserves a dedicated formula and
consultation on it.



We treat HCLI SEN as just another occasional factor, but its sheer size will probably see it behave
as its own category which is OK just as long as it is organised along the same lines as the other
factors and therefore multiple issues for a given child are easier to coordinate.

The notion the Virtual School has potential far beyond Looked After Children where it was introduced.





It’s impractical for every school to retain specialist staff to cater for Looked After Children just in
case one applies to join at some point.
The Virtual School sees the need and the resources of all schools as one, enabling funding and
resources to follow the child. We need to extend this fabulous concept to all occasional factors.
The Virtual School can coordinate occasional pupil factors, where the need is spread far and
wide, as a service to all settings.
The Virtual School ensures that these vulnerable children are tracked between phases and
settings and hopefully see a continuum of support.



The Virtual School will also nurture all specialist staff – supporting their continual development
and maintaining their employment benefits (length of service, pension etc) as they move
between settings. In this way it ensures the quality and continuity of the service itself



The Virtual School will be commissioner and monitor; it should be funded as part of the ESG
independently of need (although there will be plenty of need to justify it countywide)
o

It can facilitate collaboration within and beyond the county boundary, sharing resources
and experience between LAs to flatten out peaks and troughs of demand, coordinating
related activities of other local government agencies in health and welfare.

The importance of mental health has been in the news recently.


Assuming funds are provided, new occasional factors have the perfect location ready-made to
get the service up and running.

The proposed changes for occasional pupil factors, coming together from several places under the
current system are nothing short of transformational.

Fig 8 – The proposed shape of Occasional Pupil Factors in the revised ESG

School-oriented Services
Services in this area revolve around maintenance & development of standards in education – school
improvement and curriculum moderation being good examples.


Good / outstanding Academies who have less need than others are taking “their share” of
service funding from struggling schools in the mainstream. Funds should NOT be delegated to
academies by default.

The maintenance / development of standards should apply to all phases of education not just Key Stages
1 – 4.


Compliance with standards should be subject to regional review, the sort of thing a properly
constituted RSC should do.

When schools are the subjects of the judgements, surely they cannot judge themselves or be the place
for the funding to arrange the judgement to reside?


Even schools judging others in the same cluster / Multi-Academy Trust (MAT) seems a little
nepotistic.

LAs could commission MATs / Teaching School Alliances (TSAs) to provide services




There should be penalties for non-delivery – tricky because improvement of poor performance
is not entirely down to the quality of support received.
The LA must retain sufficient funds to provide oversight of the service.
Outstanding Academies / Nurseries / Colleges could earn extra funds through supporting others,
possibly even additional rewards for helping to rectify poor performance.

Central Services
Fair Funding requires that decisions about a county’s needs for pupil places and capital development are
made locally to meet local need in accordance with national imperatives. This doesn’t even appear to be
up for debate but it should be.




Government has already destroyed coherence in this respect by controlling academies
directly, delegating responsibility to ill-informed, under resourced RSCs with no local
oversight / right of appeal
Local Authorities retain responsibility for maintained schools but without control of the big
picture they can’t be held accountable either

As far as the future of the ESG is concerned, Admissions must be funded from here and LAs given back
responsibility for local strategy regarding pupil places / resources




The top-sliced central services identified in the DSG currently should move into the ESG
Entitlements like Home to School transport belong here; Judging eligibility for grants also lives
here but should be unnecessary, defined automatically from census feedback
Central support services (finance, payroll, HR, CFR submissions etc) must remain in the ESG
while maintained schools exist.
o LA is provider of last resort for large numbers of primaries providing economies of scale
/ expertise

The Government provides national licenses already



The CSR promised more national services.
Using national purchasing power makes sense but probably still requires local coordination.
o Funding based on the number of providers in the county, not pupils.

Landlord / Employer Services
As owner/employer of many maintained schools, the LA still has many statutory duties



LAs manage staff pensions and support redundancy right up to the moment of transfer to
Academies.
The service must apply to all providers, not just schools.

Even when schools become Academies, the LA loses the employer responsibilities but as owners they
are still responsible for oversight of areas like asset management (the nation’s assets), even if any actual
work is done by schools



Even so, the need for services doesn’t reduce, it just transfers to the providers – the funding is
still essential
Economies of scale / shared risk were part of the rationale for these services in the first
instance.
o Maybe LA’s should retain some oversight role to ensure that we don’t have large
numbers of Academy chains reinventing the wheel less efficiently.

Services Cost Adjustment
The funding system is full of flat rates. Why is it that when cost adjustment is accepted for most DSG
factors, it doesn’t feature in the ESG or Grants?


Providing services in an area of higher costs of living like London cost more than elsewhere
o Area Cost Adjustment must be applied to services if funding system is to be fair



It also costs far more to provide a given service consistently to sparse, rural areas
o
o

The last time Sparsity was determined with any rigour was before the DSG, back in
2005; something called EFSS (Education Formula Spending Share).
Under EFSS, Sparsity was the only LA factor (1.5x bigger than school sparsity) yet this
was never ring fenced and has been forgotten. We need to go back to the future.

The role of services is critical; The role of LAs in leadership of service delivery is critical. The final picture
for the revised ESG is shown in Fig 9.

Fig 9 – The services of a revised ESG in wider context

Rationalise the Purpose of Grants
It is proposed already that occasional pupil factors in the grant system be moved into the ESG.
Now we have to remove any duplicate funding such as the deprivation funding in Pupil Premium (both
schools and early years) which should be moved in into the DSG.




Deprivation needs to be funded appropriately, but just in one place.
o The existing IDACI and FSM factors and the Pupil Premium need to be merged.
o The branding and purpose of the Pupil Premium is well understood this name should be
retained for the revised factor.
o The close monitoring of these funds will remain and the principle will be extended to
other special factors.
Creating a single, appropriately deprivation factor is likely to create some excess funds. These
funds must be used to help boost low funded LAs for other factors. There are no savings, just
redistribution of funds to make things fairer.

The Grant system should be used to provide temporary funding focus or to prototype new funding
ideas. Once a permanent need for funding has been established then it belongs in either the DSG for
pupil funding or the ESG for services.


That leaves Primary PE, Universal Infant Free School Meals, and Year-7 literacy top-up funding.
Grant funding is not guaranteed, but like special funding, should be monitored for efficient use.

The Ideal Framework for National Fair Funding
The ideal framework for national fair funding has three key themes:

Fig 10 – The Ideal Framework for National Fair Funding



A funding block for every significant phase of education; categories of pupil factors giving
greater funding consistency between groups and a common structure that adds additional
understanding but retains flexibility to tailor factors to local need.



Services to underpin all phases including some occasional pupil factors best run as a coordinated
service; cost adjusted to give LAs fair funding too, and consistent service categories which are
easier for education providers to understand and make better use of.



A lean, mean grant system with no mainstream funding for politicians to manipulate outside of
the big picture. Its main purpose being to try out new initiatives for temporary assistance or to
them prepare for mainstream.

This should be administered locally for all providers, but currently that isn’t the case, and that leads us
onto the flip side of the coin: governance …

Governance / Operation of NF3
No matter how good the ideal funding structure is, it is nothing without proper governance. Such
governance will involve tailoring the national framework to meet local need in accordance with the
principles of fair funding; it will enhance localism by extending the fledgling school-led system to
represent all phases of education; it will retain the best parts of the LA to coordinate funding, strategy
and delivery of vital services; it will work with a repurposed Regional Schools Commission (RSC) to
facilitate regional planning and shared experience.

Principles of Fair Funding
Simplicity, Consistency and Transparency were heralded as the building blocks of the local funding
formula. Inconsistent funding levels between LAs made poor delivery inevitable but the move away
from Guaranteed Units of Funding / pupil (GUFs) to national rates per factor per pupil will deliver
consistency at a stroke.


The application of consistent concepts across all phases will create not just fairness but
additional purpose



Tailoring the national framework to local need should employ the Pareto principle (the 80:20
rule).
o

80% consistency (by using national factor values as a base), 20% adjustment to local
needs



Special funding distorts basic funding equality deliberately in search of fairness or equality of
opportunity – It must be accounted for



Phase-specific factors provide useful flexibility. They should continue be top-sliced from block
funding, according to national guidelines, much as they are now.



The concept of universal base rates introduced through NF3 cost adjustment, enables
benchmarking of LA factor rates and even the needs they serve.



Minimum Funding Guarantees at LA level are vital for a smooth and fair transition to NF3
o

MFG/Capping to operate for 3 to 5 years

The Vital Role of Localism, School-led
Central government is systematically removing local government involvement in education. This will be
problematic because even in a school-led system, schools should not be allowed to serve themselves
and the RSC as it stands lacks the local knowledge to replace the LA
If government thinks that localism isn’t working, then we must find a way to fix or even enhance it
because, without tailoring the last 20% of funding to local need, national funding will serve everybody
equally poorly.



There is little value in 151 local governments “interpreting” central government policy, yet LA
Officers’ expertise is essential to local governance.
We need to find a way to lose the bath water and keep the baby if localism is not to be
destroyed.

RSCs are scheduled under the education bill going through parliament to have overall regional
responsibility



This becomes a realistic proposition if delegated to refined Schools Forums with real authority
to oversee LA activity
Funding, Pupil Places, Capital Development – all should delegated to local expertise

Schools Forum becomes employer of the new Education Authority on behalf of the RSC


We recreate Local Education Authorities (LEAs) answerable to an education-led system

Local Authorities to Lead Delivery of Revised Education Services
The “new” LEAs will be commission and monitor all Educational Services, talking up a service ethic in
support of educators, rather than the control ethic of the past which was so annoying to both schools
and central government
Outsourcing to service providers and/or good/outstanding nurseries/academies/colleges keeps
provision and commissioning separate. Alternatively, an LEA could establish an arms-length learning
trust as a profitable centre of excellence. This may be necessary in any event to cover the expanded role
of the Virtual School
The Statutory duties of LEAs will include:




Vision / leadership of admissions, provider capacity, capital development
Coordination of tailoring national funding to local requirements (analysis of need, informing
provider consultation)
Allocation / monitoring of all funds to all providers (assumes adoption of Academic business
year by all providers)

LEAs should maintain / develop core service delivery capability partially independent of peaks & troughs
of demand. This will require the ESG to include some basic funding regardless of need.
Some LAs are already increasingly vocal that Health & Welfare management do not contribute enough
to the impact on education caused by the issues of their clients. LEAs will still be well placed to
coordinate with such groups at the grey edges of service delivery.

Reconstituted Schools Forums oversee Local (Education) Authorities
Schools Forums should be expanded to represent all phases of 0-19 education comprehensively. They
should act as the employer of the LEA on behalf of the RSC in much the same way that Members of
MATs or Governors of VA schools do.
Using the resources of the LEA Schools Forums will lead on local strategy; appoint LEA executives and
oversee performance management; and challenge as necessary on operations.
An expanded Forum will become unwieldy unless some of the detailed work is delegated out to
committees for strategic focus. Each phase will have its own experts group which reports back to the
main Forum.




Separate consideration will be given to services across all phases
Skills vetting will be part of appointing Forum members – continuous development will be
available for existing members
In light of the practical contribution of Forum, paid membership should be considered
particularly for increased workload of committees

Representation at RSC should mirror schools Forums and include all phases

Repurposed Regional Schools Commission
Government only pays lip service to a school-led system. The current plan for education governance is
for regional civil servants to serve central civil servants and politicians in controlling education. Not even
mainstream schools (still around 80%) are represented let alone the wider education spectrum including
Early Years and Post-16. We need a vision for joined-up education across all phases, not just pandering
to a few elite academies. Current government policy would be laughable if it wasn’t so deadly serious.
Supporting Academies to convert is an important role but it’s not strategic. In any event, change of
scope of Academies will affect local planning and should be referred to LEAs
There is definitely a place for regional strategy / collaboration in an education-led system and this
should be the principal role of a repurposed RSC. For the good of education, there needs to be clear
separation of strategic leadership (regional) from tactical implementation tailored to need (local).
A repurposed RSC would act more like an umbrella trust with elevated powers from its constituent LEAs.
Having LEAs answer to education leaders on Schools Forums rather than local government is a
significant change. Local disagreements / exceptions (referred by LEA or Forum) will need arbitration
and even imposed resolution.
After a short while hopefully, a regional vision with supporting plans will be produced. The RSC will
monitor LEA performance and moderate LEA plans to establish a continuous improvement process

•

Part of that process will involve joined-up thinking requiring regional collaboration on services
and learning standards/achievement – RSCs must coordinate this, sharing with other regions.

In a truly education-led system, the Commissioner would be a recognised leader, possibly appointed by
LEA/Forum consensus. If there is to be public accountability with the removal of local government from
the process, maybe there is scope for a publically elected role alongside the RSC CEO, as with the
Constabulary.

Conclusions:
The best possible funding structure is meaningless without proper governance
•

In funding terms, proper governance means delivery of 80% consistent education, tailored to
the last 20% of local need

Governance must cover all phases of education, not just a few of the elite


“Yes” to the concept of a regional body responsible for strategy and regional collaboration, “No”
to the RSC’s as currently constituted



“Yes” to the removal of local government from education, “No” to the wholesale destruction of
local governance

True commitment to an education-led system both locally and regionally means:
Governance of Education, by Education, for Education
Nothing less will do!

Transition to NF3
Simply mapping existing funds to a national framework as suggested would highlight where the
disparity of funding lies and where the worst difficulties will occur.
With no new money, levelling the playing field of education funding will be extremely hard politically
and practically. It has to involve taking from the rich to give to the poor. And yet, there has been
substantial new money for initiatives like universal infant free school meals. Even now there is new
money promised for expanding Early Years entitlement to 30 hours.



Do funds allocated to current initiatives really provide the best bang per buck when
establishing fair funding is likely to be so transformative?
There should be no sacred cows.

Removing most ESG funding will prove to be an expensive mistake particularly if the “redundant” LA
expertise dissipates widely and is hard to bring back once we come to our senses. These services are
not double funded and are required.



The fairest way to balance the funding system is to remove duplication, three sources of
deprivation funding being the most likely candidate. Otherwise, we have to spread the pain of
redistribution, as we move to a common national basis, over 5 years with MFG protection. The
period may be reduced with top-ups as and when the economy will allow.
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